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Personalized Study Plan Learn Up to 12 Languages Official Certificates Of Practice with Native Speakers Offline Mode Grammar Lessons Vocabulary Coach Personalized Study Plan Learn up to 12 languages Official Certificates practice with native speakers Offline Mode Grammar lessons Vocabulary Trainer I speak French and I like translated dialogues that have at the end of many units. They use native, non-robotic
speakers and speak at a natural pace so you can hear the interconnection of words. I love how easy it is to use, and how amazing the community is. The lessons are designed very well and the application is very easy to use. Just choose the language you want to learn and let the app take you all the way. Regardless of the language you are learning, it will teach you real grammatical concepts and how to use them, which I
find remarkable. This app is only available on the App Store for iPhone and iPad. Looking for the best way to learn a new language on your phone? Consider your search. You've just discovered Busua – an award-winning app that makes languages easier, easier, more fun, and more efficient for everyone. Whether you're learning for the upper class, career support, stunning travel experiences, or better conversations with
your loved ones, Busuu will amuse your back. Jam-packed with first class features, we help over 100 million people overcome their learning struggles, from lack of time and motivation to problems with grammar and verbal deficiency. We do this by helping our students achieve their goals, one milestone at a time – and we want to do the same for you. YOU'RE UP NEXT - DOWNLOAD NOW &AMP; TRY A FREE LESSON
TODAY===========================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================that
you asked. Whether you are learning on your iPad or iPhone, Busuu will help you ...- Master up to 12 languagesIt is correct, 12! Learn English, French, Spanish, Italian, German, Chinese, Japanese, Portuguese (Brazilian), Polish, Russian, Arabic or Turkish with Busua. - Goodbye kiss stressful timetabling We're serious. We will organize your learning time for you using our study plan. Simply tell us when you want to study and
for how long, then we will send you a notification to keep you on track.- Make sure you never forget the word Again'll be no forget vocabulary on our watch. Avoid word memory gaps with vocabulary Review. This will help you revise, revise, revise and revise until the words stick.- Master grammar, once and for allGrammar. Everyone's favorite theme. Well, that could be once you've tried our Grammar Review. From tough
concepts like conjunctive to the terrifying world of pronouns, we have you covered.- Master speaking with feedback from natives You learn the language to speak, right? You're in luck: with our Conversation feature, we'll connect you to our community of 100 million native speakers. They will more than be happy to help.- Progress from beginners to higher middle levelUding from scratch? We don't mind. Or after a long long It's
all right, too. Busuu will help you find the level and work your way up. – Learn from experts Our award-winning online courses are created by our ingenious language experts. They know their things and they know how to help you achieve fluency. - Show off achievements with official certificatesWith our official McGraw-Hill Certificates, you will have enough evidence of your language skills.- Learn anytime, anywhereLife can
take you anywhere - and your learning should be no different. Download content on your iPad or iPhone and learn on the go with offline
mode.======================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================== See
what others say about Busuu:● EDITOR RATING: EXCELLENT - PC MAG ● DtGV - Best Language Application 2018● 22 Hours on Busuu = 1 College Semester, according to the study
===========================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================================automatic renewal is not turned off at least 24 hours
before the end of the current payment period. Your iTunes account will be automatically charged for the same renewal price within 24 hours before the end of the current payment period, unless you change your subscription preferences in Account Settings. You can manage your subscription through post-purchase account settings. Privacy Policy: service: 23.11.2020 Version 22.15.0 Thank you for the update! We always try
to improve the application in Busuu.We have released new lessons for English and Japanese students. We also issued a brand new French business course. We hope you enjoy it! If you like using Busuu, please review and check us. Feedback? We'd like to hear from you. Write to us on team@busuu.com. I recommended this app for some of my English students as it's a great way to improve my English. I study French and
I love translated dialogues that have many units at the ends. They use native, non-robotic speakers and speak at a natural pace so you can hear the interconnection of words. I also get a visual and how to contextualize all my wonderful cards with sentence examples of words. I have some suggestions for improvement. First, they often will throw 3 to 5 complex rules at you and then you practice them all at once, as if you
should have spent all that information at once. I think you should introduce one rule then you practice that one and build on it. Also often there is no audio or translation in many activities and I believe it is a great loss for the student. This is one place where duolingo wins because they are good about it. I would also like more review, so past rules and lessons are womed into new ones. Also not a fan of high sound ding which
you can't turn off. Overall very impressed and excited to It. Update: Buusu is my favorite language learning app by far and far outsing duolingo because a more practical language is taught and grammar is not ignored. I'm studying Spanish on it now and wish I had a non-Castican option because I'm looking to communicate with Mexicans and Latinos who don't use vosotros or that th sound for s. I just have to say bluntly that
this app is incredibly effective and beneficial. Regardless of the language you are learning, it will teach you real grammatical concepts and how to use them, which I find remarkable. As far as I know, no other language app on the 'App Store' will teach you the language in this amount of detail. I'm learning Japanese on 'Busuu' and I find it amazingly useful and effective. I've tried a number of language apps to learn Japanese
and Japanese-specific apps, and none match the question of perfection and quality that this app brings. I haven't finished the Japanese course yet, but I've tried a few of the last lessons on Japanese of course, and japanese speaks are actually very advanced, even for English! The dialogue even expects you to know what people in the text are saying, without Rōmaji! (Rōmaji is a Latin aid to Japanese words. Example: 'たこ'
is 'Tako' in Rōmaji, and 'Tako' means octopus in English.) This application really leads to having an advanced foundation and in some cases I believe it can lead to fluidity! I highly recommend this app and have had so many improvements in my Japanese! This app really makes you want to learn a foreign language and this app makes it easier by give you bite-sized lessons! I really like this app and I look forward to what
other amazing things I can say and do in other countries, all from the help of this app! I love how easy it is to use, and how amazing the community is. The lessons are designed very well and the application is very easy to use. Just choose the language you want to learn and let the app take you all the way. It's pretty straight ahead and eventually you'll be familiar and hopefully fluent in any language chosen. I strongly
recommend trying out a community feature where you can find people to help you, fix your mistakes, ask for feedback, and even socialize. It's incredibly easy to find people and make friends. I've been using this app for a few days to learn French and I've already learned about 60 words. The only con I can think of is that during the tutorial you are required to listen to the voice saying words and phrases. This could potentially
be a problem because sometimes it can be hard to hear what a word or phrase says, especially when it speaks too fast. Besides, everything works like magic. I never write reviews, but I thought I should praise the high quality app that really helped me achieve something. Honestly, it's pretty fun learning a new language even if you're not seriously becoming fluent, and that's where this app really shines... makes it fun and not
boring to learn. Anyway, I love this app and I think it's a great tool to pass the time and learn a new language quite easily. App Support Privacy Policy
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